
 

 

 

 
 

 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Do problem and non-problem gamblers interpret near 
losses differently? Do near losses affect risky 
decision-making? 
 
PURPOSE 

Research has demonstrated numerous erroneous 
cognitions in pathological gamblers, including their 
interpretations of near losses (also called near 
misses). Using a modified blackjack task, the current 
study investigated the brain wave potentials (ERPs) 
of problem and non-problem gamblers to two types of 
negative outcomes: losses and near losses. 
 
HYPOTHESIS 

It was hypothesized that problem gamblers would 
evaluate near losses more positively than regular 
losses, and should show more risky behaviour after 
near losses compared to non-problem gamblers. 
 
PARTICIPANTS 

The sample contained 21 problem gamblers (mean 
age = 23 years) and 22 non-problem gamblers (mean 
age = 24 years) as controls. All participants were 
males. Gambling classification was based on the 
DSM-IV criteria for pathological gambling. 
 
PROCEDURE  

Participants played a modified version of blackjack 
against a computerized opponent. The goal of the 
game was to approach 21 points as closely as 
possible by drawing one card at a time (cards included 
2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11). They key condition was 
when the participants’ points exceeded 21 and they 
lost (i.e., a bust). The trial was considered a “full loss” 
if the participants’ points were greater than 23 and a 
“near loss” if the participants’ points were 22/23 
points. Brain waves were recorded by 
electroencephalography and time-locked to the 
outcome of the game (i.e., event-related potentials, 
ERPs). For the behavioural data, participants were 
asked about their decisions to play another card once 
a near or full loss had been experienced. 

 
MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES 

Brain wave amplitudes over electrode Fz (frontal brain 
region) were averaged over two time windows 
(270ms-320ms and 430ms-480ms) that have been 
shown to be responsible for the feedback-related 
negativity (a brainwave elicited for punishment or 
negative outcomes). The behavioural data was 
computed into an index of how often participants 
decided to “hit” another card at 16 points after near of 
full losses. At 16 points, it is risky if another card is 
chosen and there is variation in participants’ decision 
making at this stage. 
 
KEY RESULTS 

The ERP results showed a significant change in brain 
wave amplitude between 270ms and 320ms that 
differentiated full and near losses, which also 
significantly interacted with gambling status. 
Specifically, problem gamblers showed no difference 
between near and full losses, while the controls 
showed more negative brain wave amplitudes in 
response to near losses. The analysis also showed a 
significant amplitude change between 430ms and 
480ms that differentiated near and full losses, but that 
was similar for both gamblers and non-gamblers. That 
is, all participants showed more negative amplitudes 
in response to near losses. The behavioural analysis 
showed no effect of gambling status, but there was a 
reliable effect of type of loss. Participants were less 
likely to “hit” at 16 points if they had just previously 
experienced a near loss. They were also slower to 
make decisions to “hit” or “sit” following a near loss. 
The correlational analysis between the brain wave 
responses and behavioural choices to “hit” or “sit” 
revealed a positive correlation in controls, such that 
the more negative the amplitude the less likely 
participants were to “hit” following a near loss. 

 
LIMITATIONS 

The sample size was relatively small. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
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This study demonstrated difference brain wave 
responses in terms of the feedback-related negativity 
(FN) to near and full losses between problem 
gamblers and non-problem gamblers. Unexpectedly, 
non-problem gamblers showed more negative ERPs 
(greater FN) in response to near losses than problem 
gamblers. The FN was also shown to guide decision-
making, being correlated with more cautious 
decisions in non-problem gamblers than problem 
gamblers. The finding that problem gamblers do not 
seem to differentiate at a neuropsychological level 
between near losses and full losses, which also did 

not influence their subsequent decisions, might 
contribute to the understanding of their behavioural 
and cognitive distortions. 
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